Nikolaus Schrot / Portfolio
Artistic works in space 2005–2011

Building sites for at home, 2011

Solo exhibition at the »Staatsgalerie Prenzlauer Berg« July 2011
Installation / collage on frame and wall
Modularsystem consisting of several wooden
frames in the sizes 100 x 125 cm, 100 x 100 cm,
50 x 50 cm
Wooden Frames, chicken wire, warnig tape,
glue, spraypaint, canvas, paper
The exhibition „building sites for at home“ is
the realization of the series „nice little building site for at home“ (page 18) as a installation in ralation to a given spacial situation.
The hanging of the framworks was inserted in
the room to achieve a synthesis between space
and presentation of the works. The series wanders between the genres painting/sculpture/
installation without deciding for one of them.
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fig. 1: View from outside: Staatsgalerie, Berlin
fig. 2: Installation view
fig. 3: Detail view from outside
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Baustellen für Zuhause, 2011

fig. 1-3: Detail views
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Artistic building site No. I, 2010
Constructions of in situ sculptures in the public
space

Artistic building sites are interventions in
found situations in the city who are edge
products from building sites. They consist of
a very temporary character and the feeling of
transformation.
Such situations engage me to a form of intermediate use of the place, the establishment
of an artistic building site. In contrast to a
normal building site there´s no given functionality it´s rather a drawing in the space - an
artistic reaction to a certain urban context.
Here I make consciously use of materials and
elements belonging to the road construction,
to mask the difference between functional
and fictive building site. Like this action and
artwork cannot directly be discovered as what
the are and become a sort of camouflage-art.
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fig. 1: Found situation, Revalerstraße, Berlin
fig. 2: Artistic building site in action
fig. 3: Finished sculpture
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Artistic building site No. II, 2010
Constructions of in situ sculptures in the public
space

fig. 1: Found situation, Lobeckstraße, Berlin
fig. 2: Additional security actions
fig. 3 +4: Finished sculpture
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Artistic building site No. III, 2010
Constructions of in situ sculptures in the public
space

fig. 1: Found situation, An der Ostbahn,
Ostbahnhof, Berlin
fig. 2: artistic building site in action
fig. 3: Finished sculpture
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Artistic building site No. III, 2010
fig. 1 : Detail of the finished sculpture
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Solidarecycling, 2009 / 10
In Co-operation with Franz Helffenstein
Part of the art-project »Distrikt Ost«, Stuttgart
Intiated 2009 by Susanne Jakob und Georg
Winter

Solidarecycling is a artistic & social motivated
reaction to the phenomenon of pledge collecting. After the introduction of the can and
bottle pledge in German cities there has been
developing a kind of collecting culture consisting of people collecting the bottles to earn
a little more money by returning them to the
supermarket. The project Solidarecycling intents to attach white buckets with a explaining
logo to stable supports such as street lamps.
The white buckets should serve as a storing
point for bottles and cans instead of using the
garbage buckets. Like this people could leave
their bottles there for the collectors as an act
of both: solidarity and recycling...
Solidarecycling was realised as an pilot project in 2009 in the eastern part of Stuttgart,
Germany; 60 buckets had been placed into
a urban context to observe how the citizens
would re-/ interact with them. The results of
the experiment have been shown as a documentation from December 2009 to February
2010 in the »Performance Hotel« Stuttgart.
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fig. 1: Attached bucket at a Busstop
fig. 2: Montage in working outfit
fig. 3: Locating and numbering
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Solidarecycling
fig. 1 : Attached bucket in the park
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Staubschutz (Dust shield), 2009
In situ sculptures in puplic space

Staubschutz is a temporary sculptural intervention in urban space. Dust protection
material used for building sites is attached
and fixed to urban architectures such as road
signs and road lamps intenting to transform
the context of the site. The semi-transparent
textiles are crossing the view of the spectator
without blocking it. An artistic building site
is created which opens new perspectives of
reception.
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fig. 1 + 2: Rosa–Luxemburg–Platz, Berlin 2009
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Staubschutz (Dust shield), 2009
In situ sculptures in puplic space

fig. 1 : Rosenthaler Straße / Linienstraße, Berlin 2009
fig. 2+3: Building site / Staubschutz in action
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Verwicklung (Involvement), 2009
In situ sculpture in Co-operation with Daniela
Nadolleck. In connection to the 11 day / 264 h
Performance »Happy Sunshine Birthday Tour«
Hochschule der Bildenden Künste Saar, 2009
U–Bahn station St. Pauli, Hamburg

»Verwicklung« is based on the series »Staubschutz«. In addition to materials being attached to the urban architecture there are two
performer interacting with the material and
with each other. One Person will be in the interior of the constructed sculpture, one at the
outside. The person inside will slowly try to
expand and stretch its given space - while the
person outside will try to avoid the expansion
and further on its explosion.
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fig. 1,2,3 : Verwicklung in action
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noise concrete, 2009
Audio - visual performance / artistic building
site for the opening of the exhibition:
urgent urban ambulance | uuuuuuuaaaaah! |
Zustandsraum Stadt | up date
Deutscher Künstlerbund, Berlin
Co-operation with the musicians Wojtek Bajda,
Ralf Peter and the performance artist Shoko Ito

»noise concrete« is the setting up of an artistic
action field on an innercity square.
Base for this is a running concrete mixer
filled with stones making the beat for the
performance. Further on there are usefull
instruments and materials such as marking
spray, warning tape, dust shield textiles, light,
microphones, laptop, mixer and speakers...
With the different medias there will be created
an improvised acoustic and spatial transformation of the square.
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fig. 1+2 : noise concrete in action,
Rosenthaler Straße, Berlin
fig. 3 : Final phase
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Engpass (narrow point), 2008
Installation / sculpture in public space
Co-operation with Franz Helffenstein

»Engpass« is an installation in public space
reacting to a narrow point caused by a urban
building site. In November 2008 »Engpass«
was installed between two fences belonging to
huge building sites in the centre of Saarbrücken, Germany. The two fences at the chosen
location had been enormously limiting the so
called public space. The people walking to the
shopping centre of the town were pressed into
a thin passage which had been a public square
in the time before the works. The stream of pedestrians was being steered and compressed
by the fences.
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After its construction »Engpass« was even
more steering pedestrians through an installed blockade consisting of three wooden
doors and barriers of warning tape. One had
to walk back and forth to pass the narrow corridors of the installation. Like this »Engpass«
was pushing the spatial situation of the site
into an extreme - underlining the absurdity
of the space without showing any function or
purpose to the passant.
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fig. 1: The construction of »Engpass«
fig. 2 : »Engpass« in use
fig. 3 : Planning sketch
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The research for free space /
Final project / Diploma of fine arts
Sonderwerkstatt Saarbrücken, 2008
Installation using paint, spraypaint, warning
tape, video-screening (stop-motion animation)
and light

»The research for free space« is a site specific
mixed-media installation. The work relates to
phenomena de-structuring the cities. By the
construction of new buildings, shopping malls
and parking places there nowadays is a huge
loss of free spaces that should be meeting
places and social platforms for the citizens. So
this arises the question in how far our living
space the city is democratic for the common
citizens as they cannot take part in decisions
being made about the use of »free space« in
town. The work »The research for free space«
has its starting point in red/white warning
signs taken from the road guidance system.
They fund as a symbol or metaphor above
witch the wall paintings and projections (as
expression of the artist‘s personality) try to
mentally liberate themselves from the orders
and directions preset by them.
fig. 1 : Installation view
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The research for free space
fig. 1,2,3 : Installation views
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The research for free space
fig. 1: Projection on textil, wall and floor, stop-motion
video of the painting process
fig. 2: Installation view
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Nice little building site for at home, 2008
Modular system consisting of three canvases
Size: 100 x 125 cm
Spray paint, warning tape and glue on canvas

The canvases can be placed either on the wall
or into a room. This allows to connect it to a
certain architecture and make it correspond
to it. The thought behind this is the purpose to
reach a reasonable integration of the painting/
plastic to architecture. The module can optionally be extended.
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fig. 1: Anual student show at the HBK Saar, 2009
fig. 2+3: Day of fine arts, Saarbrücken 2008
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Nice little building site for at home
fig. 1 : Detail: Warning tape on canvas
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Painting in abandoned places, 2007 / 08
Spray-paint on ruins

I use spray-paint to pictorial approach architectonical contexts. Buildings and walls
are my preferred canvas especially if they are
carrying signs from the past inhabitants and
its usage.
fig. 1 : Former military and prison camp
Boulay–Moselle, France 2008
fig. 2 : Stiring–Wendel, France 2007
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Painting in abandoned places
fig. 1,2,3 : Former metal construction workshop of the
Deutsche Bahn, Central station, Saarbrücken 2008
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Painting in abandoned places
fig. 1+2 : Former military and prison camp
Boulay–Moselle, France 2008
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Dragonstair, 2008
Spray-paint on wall and floor

For the exhibition »Gastspiele / Kunst - DreiKampf« Lothringer 13 - Städtische Kunsthalle
Munich and Haus 45. Design of the stairway.
fig. 1, 2, 3: stairway Haus 45 2008
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Rush Hour, 2008
Video installation for the exhibition »Gastspiele Kunst - Dreikampf«, Lothringer 13
Städtische Kunsthalle Munich and Haus 45
Domagk-Ateliers, Munich
Video projection on walls and projection layers,
loop 10 min, speaker

»Rush Hour« is a fictional trip with a subway.
Train and subway video recordings from all
over europe are arranged in a rhythmical clip.
After the rush comes tranquility - until the
trains restart their run. Projected into space
the picture experiences a kind of abstraction
as the lines and colors rushing over the screen
become a light drawing.
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fig. 1,2,3 : Installation view, Haus 45 , attic
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Rush Hour
fig. 1 : Installation view
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Dirty Dark Room, 2007
Installation in the former control centre of a
factory, Esch-Belval, Luxemburg
UV - light, paper, fluorescent spray-paint and
various UV active materials, monitor and video
projection
For the exhibition »Sharing Common Playground«
of the network LX5 Luxembourg. Network exhibition with young artists from Luxembourg, France,
Belgium and Germany.
fig. 1,2: Installation views control centre
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Dirty Dark Room, 2007
fig. 1 : Installation view
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Dark Deep Hole, 2007
Light and sound installation, Art-silo at the
eastern harbor, Saarbrücken
4 compositions in co-operation with the musicians: Ralf Peter (voice), Michael Hupperts (trombone), Thomas Lauck (Guitar) und Phillipp
Majer (montage and mastering)
UV - Light, paper, textile, wheat paste, speaker
Audio Loop 35 min.

For the exhibition »points of view«, part of the
Luxembourg and greater region, cultural capital of europe 2007. The project was initiated by
Urban Culture and LX5 Luxembourg.
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fig. 1 : View from the bottom of the silo
fig. 2 : Installation view from the top
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words are words, 2006
Installation for the anual student show at the
Hochschule der Bildenden Künste Saar,
Saarbrücken, 2006
Animation video consisting of calligraphy
(Fraktur / Gotic style), loop 10 min.

fig. 1: Installation view, Basement, Main Building
of the Universitiy of Fine Arts, Saarbrücken
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Water fall, 2005
Wintringer Chapel, Saarland, Germany
Video installation in the arch of the chapel.
Projections of floating water streams on three
canvases, loop 10 min.

For the exhibition project »individual and
collective paradises« initiated by Prof. Daniel
Hausig and Claudia Brieske
fig. 1+2: Installation views
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